Young Adult Fiction – Social Media/Technology Booklist

- Backlash – Littman, Sarah
- Bad Apple – Ruby, Laura
- Bad Girls with Perfect Faces – Weingarten, Lynn
- Bluescreen – Wells, Dan
- Chaos of Now – Lange, Erin Jade
- Deacon Locke Went to Prom – Katcher, Brian
- Dear Evan Hansen – Emmich, Val
- Don’t Call Me Baby – Heasley, Gwendolyn
- Expelled – Patterson, James
- Fall – Preller, James
- #Famous – Gagnon, Jilly
- Follow Me Back – Geiger, A.V.
- Future of Us – Asher, Jay
- Girl Online – Sugg, Zoe
- Goodbye Days – Zentner, Jeff
- How to Disappear – Roat, Sharon Huss
- I Hate Everyone But You – Dunn, Gaby
- Kale, My Ex, and Other Things to Toss in a Blender – Greenwald, Lisa
- Life Unaware – Gibsen, Cole
- #MurderTrending – McNeil, Gretchen
- Need – Charbonneau, Joelle
- No Filter – Collins, Orlagh
- #Scandal – Ockler, Sarah
- Takedown – Wang, Corrie
- Worthy – Cooner, Donna
- 90 Days of Different – Walters, Eric
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